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FEATURE: Sahel-Maghreb
Recent uprisings and conflicts in Africa’s Sahel-Maghreb region have led to intensified 
proliferation of small arms and light weapons (SA/LW). Increasingly, this issue must be 
tackled at regional as well as national levels. What responsibilities does the international 
community have in addressing these issues? What work is being done to secure and 
destroy excess SA/LW and munitions, to cleanup contaminated areas, and to support 
survivors and ex-combatants in the Sahel-Maghreb region? What threat do these muni-
tions pose and how are they causing instability in the region? The Journal also welcomes 
articles on national and regional conventional weapons destruction efforts, challenges 
and lessons learned from the Sahel-Maghreb region. Countries and territories of 
particular interest are Algeria, Chad, Libya, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, Senegal, 
Tunisia and Western Sahara.

SPECIAL REPORT: SA/LW Marking and Tracing Initiatives
The Journal requests articles from national, regional and donor perspectives on small 
arms and light weapons (SA/LW) marking and tracing initiatives. How do SA/LW 
marking and tracing efforts affect border security? How can current regional programs 
in Africa’s Great Lakes Region and the Caribbean be replicated in other regions of 
the globe? Should they be replicated? What lessons have been learned in national and 
regional marking and tracing efforts? How can these previous efforts inform future 
marking and tracing plans for donors and countries/regions?

FOCUS: CWD Emergency Response
The Journal seeks articles on emergency response in the mine action and conventional 
weapons destruction context. What are the responsibilities, challenges and risks to 
Quick Reaction Force contractors and international nongovernmental organizations 
that respond to these crises? How can countries bordering ongoing conflicts deal with 
the expanded weapons contamination threats to refugees, including risk education and 
survivor assistance for those injured by weapons or who have lost family and commu-
nity members as part of the conflict and their displacement? What are best practices 
for rapid assessments, post-blast cleanup and stockpile security? When do emergency 
risk-education and clearance efforts best support refugee populations? How are these 
efforts timed in relation to concluding or ongoing conflicts? What challenges are faced? 
Case-studies are encouraged.
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